Using a USB Microscope for Stamp Identification
by David Parsons
This is a synopsis of the presentation at the May 23, 2015 NSSS meeting.
Use of USB microscopes is a fairly recent development for stamp
collecting. While magnifying glasses and scanners can accomplish many
of the functions of these microscopes, the USB Microscope offers the
following advantages:
 Easier to see details with less eye strain or bending over
 No waiting for scanner lamp warmup or proper placement on
scanner
 Ability to quickly examine batches of stamps to sort differences
 Allows users to easily take a .jpg photo of area of stamp in question and save it
 Provides vehicle to share examples with other collectors for education or trading
The microscope used for the demo was the: Plugable® USB 2.0 Handheld Digital Microscope with stand for
Windows, Mac, Linux (2MP, 10x-50x Optical Zoom, 200x Digital Zoom). It can be found on Amazon.com for
$39.99. In searching Amazon for “USB microscope”, there were many different options, all using the same basic
microscope (made in China). The Plugable microscope was selected based on reviews of the software included
and because the provider seemed to have superior customer service. On Amazon, the price for similar models
ranged from about $15 to over $100. Options had differing support stands. Some of the less expensive models
may work fine, but were not evaluated in this process. It is unknown whether any local vendors carry USB
Microscopes.
The unit itself is about 5 inches long and 1” in circumference. There is a focus wheel, LED lighting system which
can be adjusted for intensity, a camera shutter button, and a lens cover (which needs to be removed prior to
using!). The microscope has a USB cable that is hooked into a computer. Software is provided via a CD or
downloaded from the vendor’s website. Software is straight-forward and allows for pictures or videos to be taken,
allows for changing screen resolution, date/time inclusion, language selection, and measuring/drawing tools.
While advertised as 50X Optical Zoom, the 50X can only be obtained by placing the viewed object within the
scope tube- a process not viable for viewing stamps which for the most part are larger than the inner tube
dimension. Placing the tube right over the stamp allows the user to
get about 24X magnification which is fine for most philatelic uses. By
increasing the screen resolution, additional digital magnification can
be achieved. The scope comes with an included stand which allows
the user to hover above the stamps so as not to touch the stamp and
to provide a stable platform for photos. However, when moving
further away, the optical magnification is reduced. To view the whole
stamp, the user must devise another way to elevate the stand so the
scope can take in the whole stamp image.
The microscope is advertised as a Zoom. However the Zoom is only
achieved by the user moving the scope closer to the object but this is
not a Zoom obtained by lens manipulation like in a zoom camera.
One use of the microscope is to look for minor variations in stamps.
For example it is possible to look for Type differences and secret
marks, and to take a photo of these varieties. For example, the photo
on the right shows a Type III 2¢ Red Washington where the horizontal
lines do not enter the outer triangle.
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A question had been asked at an earlier meeting- “How can you tell the difference between photogravure and
lithography produced stamps?” With the USB microscope the difference is easily distinguishable. With photo
process the edges of numbers and borders have a more ragged/bumpy appearance while the litho stamp has a
clean/sharp look. On the Machin stamps below the stamp on the right is clearly a result of the lithography
production process.

By using the USB scope the collector can quickly sort through large lots of stamps more easily than bending over a
magnifying glass. Stamps can be laid out in an array and the scope can be moved rapidly from stamp to stamp
looking for distinguishing characteristics.
The scope can be used to look for microprinting on more modern issues. The stamp at left below shows a
Canadian bobsledder’s name in very small print which would be very hard to see with a magnifying glass. The
stamp on the right has USPS microprinted on a Tiffany Glass stem.
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The microscope aids in detecting printing errors. The stamp on the
left is the 2¢ Columbian Stamp #231 with a broken frame line in the
lower right corner.
A question arose about using the microscope for measuring
perforations. After the meeting, and many tries later, the author was
unsuccessful in getting an accurate determination of perforations. The
measuring tool could only achieve results within .3 to .5 of the stated
perforations.
The software touts the ability of measuring stamp dimensions or
certain areas in the stamps. With some experimentation it was
possible to come up with a good measurement, however, there was a
much trial and error in the process and it was not straightforward. The
stamp below was a GB #179 with a vertical size of 22.75mm.
The lower
reference
line showed
that the scale of 20mm was measured at 10.01mm by
the program. The actual stamp frame line was shown as
11.42mm. Converting the 11.42mm into reference units
using the formula 11.42/10.01 times 20 gives a frame
measurement of 22.82mm which is near the published
size and enough to differentiate the stamp from the
more valuable #173 which measures 22mm high (Rats- I
could use a 173!)
There are other more viable digital tools to determine
accurate perfs and measurements but perhaps these
can be discussed at another time.
The USB Microscope can also be used to look for re-gummed stamps and to closely examine postmarks or other
small details that differentiate one stamp from another.
In conclusion, the USB Microscope has proven to be a valuable tool for the author’s collecting needs. It has
allowed more rapid sorting of bulk stamps and has been useful in looking for small variances from stamp to
stamp.
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